
Home Learning – Friday 24th April 2020 

 

Reading 
30 minutes 

Reading extract and questions:  

Five Children and It  
(abridged) 
By E Nesbit 

 
Anthea suddenly screamed. 
“Cyril! Come here! Oh, come quick—It's alive! It'll get away! Quick!" 
They all hurried back. 
"It's a rat, I shouldn't wonder," said Robert.  
"Perhaps it is a snake," said Jane, shuddering. 
"Let's look," said Cyril, jumping into the hole. "I'm not afraid of snakes. I like 
them. If it is a snake I'll tame it, and it will follow me everywhere, and I'll let it 
sleep round my neck at night." 
"No, you won't," said Robert firmly. He shared Cyril's bedroom. "But you may if 
it's a rat." 
"Oh, don't be silly!" said Anthea, "it's not a rat, it's much bigger. And it's not a 
snake. It's got feet… I saw them! And fur! No—not the spade. You'll hurt it! Dig 
with your hands.” 
"And let it hurt me instead! That's so likely, isn't it?" said Cyril, seizing a spade. 
"Oh, don't!" said Anthea. "It sounds silly, but it said something. It really and truly 
did.” 
"What?" 
"It said, 'You let me alone.'" 
But Cyril merely observed that his sister must have gone off her head, and he and 
Robert dug with spades while Anthea sat on the edge of the hole, jumping up and 
down with hotness and anxiety.  
Then Anthea fell on her knees and began to scratch like a dog does when he has 
suddenly remembered where it was that he buried his bone. 
"Oh, I felt fur," she cried, half laughing and half crying. "I did indeed! I did!" Then 
suddenly a dry husky voice in the sand made them all jump back, and their hearts 
jumped nearly as fast as they did. 
"Let me alone," it said. And now everyone heard the voice and looked at the 
others to see if they had heard it too. 
"But we want to see you," said Robert bravely. 
"I wish you'd come out," said Anthea, also taking courage. 
"Oh, well—if that's your wish," the voice said, and the sand stirred and spun and 
scattered, and something brown and furry and fat came rolling out into the hole, 
and the sand fell off it, and it sat there yawning and rubbing the ends of its eyes 
with its hands. 
"I believe I must have dropped asleep," it said, stretching itself. 
The children stood round the hole in a ring, looking at the creature they had 
found. It was worth looking at. Its eyes were on long horns like a snail's eyes, and 
it could move them in and out like telescopes; it had ears like a bat's ears, and its 
tubby body was shaped like a spider's and covered with thick soft fur; its legs and 
arms were furry too, and it had hands and feet like a monkey's. 
"What on earth is it?" Jane said.  



The thing turned its long eyes to look at her, and said —“Don't you know a sand 
fairy when you see one?" 

 
Activity for Five Children and It 

After answering many questions about the extract this week, today I would like you to 
draw a picture of It. Use the information in the text to help you decide what It looks like. 
You can then annotate the picture with words and phrases from the text to justify your 

illustration. 
Enjoy! 

 
 

GPS warm-up 
10 minutes 

Prepositions 
A preposition tells us the position of one thing in relation to another, it is also a 
word that links two nouns (or pronouns). Here is a list of prepositions I can think 
of that might help you:  
above, across, after, at, before, behind, below, beneath, beside, between, by, 
down, for, from, inside, in, near, of, off, over, through, to, towards, under, up, 
with. 
Copy the sentences and underline the preposition(s). 
1. The boy stood beside the road until it was clear to cross.  
2. The train went through the tunnel.  
3. He dropped the banana from the window.  
4. The boulder fell in front of the bulldozer.  
5. The boy ran towards his Daddy.  
6. Fish live under the water, far below the surface to keep safe. 
 
Spellings to learn: ask an adult or older sibling to test you on any of the 20 
words you have been learning this week. 
 

Writing  
30 minutes 

Writing the opening of your story: 
Please publish your finished story on a laptop or tablet. 
Don’t forget to use paragraphs to separate different sections of the story. 
Now you can illustrate the story by drawing pictures that show characters or 
actions that took place during the quest. If you are able to and allowed to print 
your story you can add the illustrations to it. If this cannot be done, draw the 
pictures on a separate sheet. 
Enjoy! 
 

Arithmetic  
10 minutes 

Times table facts: Times table spiders. 
 
Create a times table spider for 3 different times table that you are currently 
working on. Please don’t do ones that you already know well. Important to 
challenge yourself. Good luck. 
 



Maths 
30 minutes 

 
 

How many rectangles can you find 
in this shape? 

Enquiry/Project 
work 

30 minutes 

Now for something different for your enquiry afternoon. 
We need to revise some science work from earlier this year so I would like you to 
make a poster that explains the water cycle. It must be drawn and annotated 
using the correct scientific vocabulary. Where you use the words you can explain 
what it means. 
You can use the knowledge organiser that was in your home learning pack that 
you took home when school closed as it has all of the important information 
included. It also explains that the scientific words mean. 

 GPS: 
1. beside 
2. through 
3. from 
4. in front of 
5. towards 
6. under, below 
 
Arithmetic: 
Check these using a calculator 
Number of rectangles: 
I’m sure there will be many different answers to this. Look inside the shape and 
at rectangles that can be made using more than one rectangle. 
 

 


